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Abstract: In this account, we discuss the common molecular features and the related chemistry concepts across
several different areas of organic electronics, including molecular semiconductors and single-molecule junctions.
Despite seemingly diverse charge transport mechanisms and device set-ups, various molecular electronics sys-
tems can benefit from the same fundamental principles of physical organic chemistry, based upon the electronic
structure and geometry of their molecular building blocks and the intermolecular interactions between them.
This is not an exhaustive review of organic electronics, but rather a focused account of primarily our own recent
efforts aimed at developing a unified approach to understanding and designing conductive molecular species
for diverse electronic applications.
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1. Introduction
Chemistry is continuously enriched by the transfer of concepts

between its branches and subdisciplines. Click chemistry is one
such general example: a concept of modular approach to organic

synthesis has spread far beyond the originally targeted drug discov-
ery, enabling major innovations in biofunctionalization, polymer,
materials and surface chemistry.[1] The relationship between the
fields of homo- and heterogeneous catalysis represents, perhaps,
an even more illustrative case of a mutually advantageous transfer
of concepts. First, ‘molecular’ notions of reactivity and reaction
mechanism were employed in surface chemistry to rationalize the
behavior of heterogeneous catalysts.[2] This ultimately led to the
establishment of the structure–activity and scaling relations and
their representation in the form of volcano plots (curves).[3] This
intuitive tool became a workhorse for characterizing and predicting
the activity of heterogeneous catalysts; recently, it was successful-
ly transferred (back) into the domain of homogeneous catalysis.[4]
Oftentimes, transferring a concept implies identifying specific
quantitative descriptors, e.g. reaction, transition state and adsorp-
tion energies in catalysis, which allow rationalizing and optimizing
the properties of interest. In this work, we discuss such transfer-
able concepts and descriptors within the rich field of organic (and,
in particular, molecular) electronics. Under this umbrella, distinct
types of architectures – single molecules, polymers, crystalline and
amorphous solids – are gathered together as the building blocks
in electronic circuits.[5] Today, routinely found everywhere from
nanoscale to hand-held devices, these systems offer, compared to
conventional metal- and silicon-based counterparts, high conduc-
tivity in conjunctionwith relatively low cost, ease of fabrication and
functionalization, light weight andmechanical flexibility. However,
continuous progress in this field relies uponmany factors, including
the development of creative conceptual tools andmethodologies for
modeling, screening and designing new and improved molecular
electronics.[6] Below we outline our theoretical and computational
efforts in transferring the chemistry-based descriptors between
different branches within this broad and exciting field. Factors in-
fluencing the transport properties of different organic electronic
assemblies are first discussed separately, and then paralleled with
each other to illustrate the synergies between them.
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is also maximized in perfect π-stacks, prompting the cores in a
given dimer to shift and rotate with respect to each other.[14]As a
result, in more realistic nanofibril geometries, obtained from mo-
lecular dynamics simulations, structural fluctuations and larger
intercore separations largely mask this subtle advantage of the
S-containing cores. More generally, these results furthered the no-
tion that the popular dimer model of hopping transport is, whilst
insightful, rather limited in its predictive power when it comes to
real devices.

Side-chain engineering is an attractive tool to impose the de-
sired (e.g. perfectly π-stacked) arrangements of the π-conjugated
cores within nanofibrils and crystals alike.[15]However, an alterna-
tive approach involves modulating the molecular building blocks
themselves so as to maximize the stabilizing components of the
total interaction energy between the cores in a perfect π-stack.
Among them, charge penetration has risen as a possible means
to stabilize the π-stacked dimers of heteroaromatic cores whilst
at the same time boosting their electronic couplings.[16] Charge
penetration is an electrostatic interaction between the nuclei of
molecule A and the electronic cloud of molecule B, which, at
sufficiently short interaction distance, is able to penetrate the
electronic cloud of molecule A (Fig. 2A).[17] This effect is always
stabilizing and has been found to determine electrostatic and total
noncovalent interaction energies in a variety of neutral systems.[18]
To harness it in molecular semiconductors, we have considered a
range of heteroaromatic cores featuring different chalcogens and
pnictogens. Our results revealed that cores with more diffuse and
polarizable heteroatoms indeed benefit from enhanced charge
penetration, which translates both to higher stability and higher
mobility (due to enhanced V) of their π-stacked dimers (Fig. 2B).
Beyond our model systems, this relationship was shown to persist
in realistic dimers, taken from experimental crystal structures of
diverse organic semiconductors.[16]

2.2 Reorganization Energy
Reorganization energy reflects how easy or difficult it is for a

molecular core within a semiconductor crystal to accept or give
away a charge carrier. Unlike electronic coupling, it is a molecu-
lar property that does not significantly depend on the intermo-
lecular interactions and packing features. According to Eqn. (1),
higher mobility is achieved in systems with lower λ (provided it
is nonetheless greater than the site-energy difference, ∆E), offer-
ing another design criterion for more efficient semiconductors.
Reorganization energy can be represented as either the geometri-
cal (preparation energy) or the electronic (ionization potential)
cost of charge hopping, as shown in Eqn. (2) for the hole (p-type)
transport:

2. Molecular Semiconductors
Herein, we use the term molecular semiconductors to distin-

guish single-component crystalline organic semiconductors from
their multicomponent or amorphous counterparts. Such assem-
blies typically feature π-conjugated, often heteroaromatic, mo-
lecular cores, arranged in one of many possible packing motifs
(brickstone, herringbone, π-stack, etc.).[7] While several theoreti-
cal approaches (and even philosophies) to the charge transport
in molecular crystals exist, Marcus theory of hopping transport
is arguably the most commonly used in the chemistry commu-
nity, in part because of its intuitiveness.[8] The latter refers to the
fact that within this theory the rate of charge transport (Eqn. (1))
depends on two key parameters: the electronic coupling V (also
often called ‘transfer integral’) and the reorganization energy λ
(also called the ‘local electron-phonon coupling’ and ‘Holstein
coupling’).[9]

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑉𝑉 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒(− (∆ ) ) (1)

2.1 Electronic Coupling
Electronic coupling V quantifies the extent of electronic com-

munication between the adjacent cores within the crystal lattice
and, correspondingly, higher V leads to improved charge trans-
port. Thus, maximizing V is a common strategy towards better
semiconductors, which necessitates a clear understanding of the
factors that define it. These factors are two-fold: on one hand,
by definition V depends on the electronic structure of the indi-
vidual building components of the crystal,[9,10] yet, on the other,
it is also extremely sensitive to their mutual arrangement (Fig.
1).[11,12] Importantly, it is the combination of these factors that
defines the electronic coupling, thus optimizing just one of them
is unlikely to be sufficient or effective.We have demonstrated this
for the case of one-dimensional semiconducting nanofibrils, in
which the oxygen- and sulphur-containing heteroaromatic cores
are held together by the hydrogen bonding side-chain aggrega-
tors.[13] In identical geometrical arrangements, e.g. the perfectly
π-stacked cofacial dimers that afford the maximum overlap of
the frontier molecular orbitals of the neighbor cores and thus the
optimal values of V, and at similar interplanar distances the sul-
phur-containing cores afford better electronic coupling than the
oxygen-containing ones due to a more diffuse and polarizable na-
ture of the S-atoms. However, such idealistic (particularly in terms
of maximum V) arrangements are rarely achievable in practice,
largely due to destabilizing Pauli repulsion between the cores that

Fig. 1. (A) Counterintuitive decrease of the intermolecular electron coupling (V+, in eV, SCS-CC2 level) in the fully eclipsed dimers of linear acenes
with increasing molecular size.[10] (B) Schematic representation of molecular semiconductor crystal (phenazine) as a dimer of adjacent cores sustain-
ing the charge hopping. (C) Map of computed electronic couplings (V+, color scale, in eV, PBE0-dDsC/DZP level) in a phenazine dimer depending on
its intercore separation and longitudinal shift.[16] (D) Computed electronic couplings (V+, in eV, PBE0-dDsC/DZP level) in different disordermer dimers
of a representative heterotetracene core.[12]
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3. Molecular Junctions
Molecular junctions, commonly referred to as single-molecule

junctions (SMJs), represent another class of molecular electronic
assemblies, in which a molecular bridge connecting conductive
electrodes (made out of gold, graphene, silicon, etc.) sustains the
charge transport (Fig. 4A). Several aspects of molecular junctions
make them attractive for both fundamental and practice-oriented
research. Firstly, they represent a powerful tool for exploring the
intimate details of electron transport on a truly molecular level;
they are also excellent models for investigating the interactions of
molecules with external electromagnetic fields and various phe-
nomena occurring at their interfaces with conductive electrodes.
Secondly, an organic molecular system at the core of an electronic
device offers an infinite variability of its properties and an ultimate
miniaturization of its size at a fraction of a cost of conventional
silicon-based electronics, as well as an inherent recognition capa-
bility towards external physical and chemical stimuli.[19]Coherent
tunnelling (also called ballistic tunnelling or superexchange) is
the generally assumed transport mechanism in molecular junc-
tions up to a certain length, beyond which it presumably switches
to incoherent regime.[20]According to Landauer theory, molecular
conductance G depends on the nanogap between the electrodes
(i.e. the length of themolecular bridge) L exponentially (Eqn. (3)).𝐺𝐺 = 𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒 (3)

Here, parameter β is a so-called decay constant that varies from
2.0 Å–1 in vacuum to 0.6~1.0 Å–1 in alkanes and 0.05~0.6 Å–1 in
π-conjugated molecules.[21] Despite the seemingly simple form of
Eqn. (3), conductance of a molecular junction is defined by mul-
tiple key parameters of themolecular bridge itself,[19] the nature[22]
and attachment[23] positions of the linker groups that connect it
to the electrodes (Fig. 4B), the electrode material,[24] as well as
diverse external factors, particularly the external bias.[25] In what
follows we focus on selected aspects of junction conductance,
pertinent primarily to the molecular structure itself.

3.1 Energy Levels of the Frontier Molecular Orbitals
Molecular orbitals (MOs) are undoubtedly one of the key fac-

tors defining the conductance of a molecular bridge between the

𝜆𝜆 = (𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸 )− (𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸 ) =(𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸 )− (𝐸𝐸 − 𝐸𝐸 ) (2)

According to the first representation, λ can be lowered bymini-
mizing the difference in energy between the parent and the oxi-
dized/reduced states of molecular core. This can be achieved by,
for instance, enhancing its rigidity, which we demonstrate for the
case of quaterthiophene. This commonly used motif in molecular
electronics is considered ‘floppy’ due to rotations around its C–C
single bonds and thus features a comparatively high reorganization
energy; replacing S with O-atoms (as in quaterfuran) or fusing the
thiophene cores (as in thienoacene) both lower λ (Fig. 3A).[13] The
second representation of the reorganization energy – via ionization
potentials – emphasizes its susceptibility to the electronic struc-
ture, e.g. the atomic composition, of geometrically rigid cores. For
example, oxygen-containing heterotetracenes tend to have higher
λ compared to their sulphur analogues due to smaller size, lower
polarizability and greater electronegativity of O-atoms; increasing
the number of S-atoms also leads to higher reorganization energies
in otherwise similar heterotetracene cores (Fig. 3B).[12]

Fig. 2. (A) Schematic illustration of the permanent multipole and charge
penetration components of the intermolecular electrostatic interactions.
(B) Representative examples of the dimers of tricyclic π-conjugated
cores, studied in ref. [16], as well as computed charge penetration
energies (bars) and electronic couplings (numbers, in eV) for identical
cofacial perfectly π-stacked dimers depending on their heteroatom (by
group and period in the periodic table) composition.

Fig. 3. Computed reorganization energies for hole transport (in eV, at
PBE0/def2-SVP level) for various (A) thiophene- / furan-[13] and (B)
heterotetracene-based cores.[12]
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creasing molecular length (Fig. 5B). Very recently, we were able to
demonstrate in silico a similar behavior in very unlikely candidates
– fully saturated hydrocarbon nanothreads.[30] In these systems, the
frontierMOenergies are, firstly, fairly far away from the electrode’s
E
F
, and, secondly, remain practically unchanged with an increasing

nanothread length. Despite this, their zero-bias transmission can be
sustained at an appreciable level (ca. 10–4G

0
, as compared to 10–2

G
0
for linear acenes and 10–10G

0
for linear alkanes based on non-

equilibrium Green’s functions technique in conjunction with the
density functional theory (NEGF-DFT) computations) at nanogaps
up to and above 20Å. Prerequisites for such a remarkable behavior

electrodes.[26] Better transport could be expected for junctions in
which there is a good alignment between the energy of one of the
frontier molecular orbitals and the Fermi energy (E

F
) of the elec-

trode material, which is defined both by the initial energy levels
of the MOs (∆

peak
in Fig. 4A) and their coupling to the electrodes

in the junction (Γ in Fig. 4A). The nature of the most proximate
MO also defines the transport type: if the highest-occupied mo-
lecular orbital (HOMO) is the closest to E

F
, holes will serve as the

primary charge carriers (p-type transport); if instead the energy
of the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is closer to
E
F
, the transport will be sustained by itinerant electrons (n-type

transport). In the case of oligomer molecular wires, their length,
i.e. the number of the monomer repeating units, can influence the
MO energy levels to an extent that a change from p- to n-type
transport takes place. This exciting phenomenon has been illus-
trated experimentally by Campos,Venkataraman et al. for a series
of oligothiophene-based wires,[27] leaving nonetheless a matter of
predicting such transport type crossover an open question. We
have addressed this challenge by analyzing the underlying factors
defining the energy levels of the frontier MOs going from a single
molecular building unit to the corresponding oligomer chain.[28]
Importantly, we were able to detect the transport type crossover
using a simple and inexpensive in silico diagnostic, namely the
trend in the charge transfer between the molecular bridge and
the electrode (Fig. 5A). This observation relies on the fact that
in the HOMO-driven transport the charge carrier is a hole, i.e.
the molecular bridge acquires a partial positive charge and the
electrode – a partial negative charge. In the opposite scenario of
a LUMO-sustained transport, the molecular bridge ends up neg-
atively-charged, and the electrode – positively- charged.[29] This
information can be easily extracted from the results of standard in
silico modeling of the tunneling transport and used to rationalize
and predict the potential transport type crossover with increasing
molecular length in diverse oligomer wires.

The aforementioned studies focus on the π-conjugated wires,
which tend to feature relatively narrow HOMO-LUMO gaps
(HLGs) and thus an appreciable MO energy alignment with the
Fermi levels of the common electrode materials. Furthermore, in
systems like linear acenes, increasing the nanogap on one hand
leads to the exponential decay of conductance (Eqn. (3)), which, on
the other hand, is compensated by the shrinking HLG. As a result,
such wires tend to have very low exponential decay constants β,
i.e. their zero-bias transmission remains virtually constant with in-

Fig. 4. (A) Schematic representation of a single molecule junction and its transmission spectra. Here Γ is the coupling between the molecule/linker
and the electrode (i.e., the resonance peak broadening), ∆peak is the energy difference between the frontier MOs and the electrode’s Fermi level. (B)
Experimentally measured conductance (in the units of G0) of molecular wires with quantum interference[23] and different linker groups.[22] Red color
denotes n-type transport, blue – p-type.

Fig. 5. (A) Manipulating charge transport type in oligothiophene wires by
means of substitution and chain length. Numbers correspond to com-
puted zero-bias transmission values, blue for p-type and red – for n-type
transport. Chart shows changes in the partial charge on the thiophene
dioxide oligomeric bridge in the junction with its increasing length,
based on Hirshfeld population analysis.[28] (B) Computed zero-bias trans-
mission values in linear acene, linear alkane, oligotwistane and designed
carbon nanothread junctions, with representative structures shown on
the right.[30] All computations are at PBE/DZP + ZORA level.
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are two-fold. Firstly, fully saturated hydrocarbon nanothreads must
feature multiple conductance channels so as to benefit from a so-
called conductance superposition (Kirchhoff’s) law, which states
that the net conductance in a closed parallel circuit is equal to the
sum of the conductances of its components.[31] Secondly, these
conductance channels must be composed of chains of quaternary
carbon atoms, which benefit from an enhanced overlap of electron
densities of the adjacent σ-bonds (sometimes referred in the litera-
ture as σ-delocalization).[32] To satisfy these criteria, we have de-
signed fully saturated hydrocarbon nanothreads based on conjoint
polytwistane chains, which indeed display in silico surprisingly
large and persistent zero-bias transmission (Fig. 5B).

3.2 Intermolecular Interactions in the Dimer Junctions
Conventionally, molecular junctions have been thought of as

single-molecule junctions, i.e. featuring just one covalent bridge
connecting the electrodes. However, more recently a careful anal-
ysis of the conductance traces revealed that at nanogaps longer
than an individual molecular species, and at their sufficiently high
concentrations, there can exist a second type of a bridge – a dimer
one – particularly when pronounced intermolecular interactions
between the individual molecules, e.g. π-stacking, are likely.[33]
Such dimer junctions have been detected and even recreated by
design, i.e. using wires carrying only one terminal linker group
(Fig. 6). Most interestingly, conductance of these systems has
been shown to oscillate with increasing junction separation, remi-
niscent of how an electronic coupling oscillates with a changing
longitudinal shift in a π-stacked dimer (Fig. 1C).[34]However, rela-
tionships between the zero-bias transmission and the geometrical
and electronic intermolecular features of π-stacked junctions have
proven more difficult than this intuitive connection. For example,
quantum interference (QI) features have been shown to hamper
the transmission of the fully eclipsed benzene dimer junctions
despite the optimal electronic coupling; alleviating the QI effects
by shifting the cores with respect to each other thus leads to better
conductance.[35] Overall, these findings have brought an intermo-
lecular (through-space) dimension to the junction transport that
has been largely ignored in the earlier studies.

4. Transfer of Concepts
Molecular semiconductors and junctions represent seemingly

very different types of organic electronic assemblies: in the for-

mer, transport relies upon intermolecular incoherent charge hop-
ping, whilst the latter instead involve coherent tunneling along a
covalent molecular backbone. Nonetheless, we find that rather
similar factors operate at the core chemistry level in these sys-
tems.[36] On a molecular level, the electronic structure of the core
building blocks is reflected in their reorganization energy, which
directly impacts upon their resulting charge transfer rate and bulk
mobility. In molecular junctions, this same electronic structure is
responsible for the features of their frontier molecular orbitals,
which in turn define the coupling of the molecular bridge with the
conductive electrodes and ultimately the junction transmission.
To transfer the concept of molecular orbital energy levels from the
junctions to semiconductors, we involve the notion of the chemi-
cal (Pearson’s) hardness, which stems from the theory of hard and
soft acids and bases. This parameter is, much like the reorganiza-
tion energy, a relative measure of resistance to the deformation of
a molecular (electronic) structure:𝜂𝜂 = (4)

Here, IP is the ionization potential and EA is the electron affin-
ity, which, broadly speaking, (can) correlate with the HOMO
and LUMO energies, respectively.[37] For a representative set of
molecular cores, a reasonable correspondence between the reor-
ganization energies and the chemical hardness indices has been
observed, thus paralleling the key molecular features of junctions
and semiconductors. Importance of such relationships lies in the
fact that they open the doors towards manipulating the transport in
these different organic electronic assemblies via the same modi-
fications to molecular cores. Specifically, to achieve lower λ in
semiconductors and betterMO energy level alignment (higher-en-
ergy HOMO or lower-energy LUMO) in the junctions, introduc-
ing more diffuse and polarizable heteroatoms, e.g. phosphorus,
into molecular structure proves efficient. On the contrary, more
compact and electronegative oxygen atoms worsen the molecule-
based aspects of charge transport.

Manipulating the energy levels of the frontier MOs in mo-
lecular junctions by means of chemical alteration finds reflection
in and draws inspiration from another field of organic electronics,
conducting polymers. In the case of oligothiophene-based wire
SMJs, the changes in their MO energies (and the associated trans-
port type crossover) with increasing molecular length are equally
relevant to intrachain transport in the polythiophene-based elec-

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a dimer junction and measured con-
ductances of several mono- and bi-linked oligo(p-phenyleneethynylene)
molecular wires, corresponding to the single and dimer molecular junc-
tions.[33]

Fig. 7. Spectrum of relationships between the molecular and intermo-
lecular factors, which dominate the transport properties of different non-
covalent molecular electronic architectures. Reprinted with permission
from ref. [36]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.
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trically conductive polymers (such as poly(3-hexylthiophene),
P3HT)[38] with existing and potential applications as field-effect
transistors, batteries, solar cell components, etc.[39] Numerous
studies have focused on the HLG engineering in these systems
as means to enhance both their stability and conductivity,[40] es-
tablishing the trends and guidelines that we and others were able
to extend to the molecular wire junctions.[27,28]

Beyond the molecular structure, intermolecular (noncovalent)
interactions also find parallel implications in semiconductors and
dimer molecular junctions. In both types of assemblies, stronger
electronic coupling V between the neighbor molecular units gen-
erally leads to better transport. For a direct comparison, we turn to
the analysis of the computed transmission spectra of representa-
tive dimer junctions.[36] Characteristic of a dimer junction, these
spectra feature split (dual) peaks where their monomer counter-
parts only have single resonance peaks, corresponding to their
frontier molecular orbitals. The energy splitting of such dimer
peaks can be extracted from the spectra and, according to our
results, is very strongly correlated with the electronic coupling
values, computed for analogous pairs of molecular cores within
a model semiconductor. As in the case of molecular factors, this
transfer between two fields of organic electronics offers an op-
portunity to manipulate them via identical means (Fig. 7). Higher
V and peak splitting is achieved in systems with stronger orbital
overlap, originating, again, from more diffuse heteroatoms; on
the contrary, cores with compact electron clouds afford less ef-
ficient semiconductors (within the dimer model approximation)
and lower zero-bias transmission in their dimer junctions.

We have also harnessed such noncovalent interactions be-
tween the π-conjugated cores to design candidate architectures
for yet another type of organic electronics, namely organic pho-
tovoltaics. One of the strategies to boost the solar power conver-
sion efficiency of the organic dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)
is to expand their absorption window.[41] This can be achieved by,
among other things, harnessing the molecular plasmonic excita-
tions[42] in donor-π-acceptor-type dyes, in which the interacting
π-conjugated moieties (based on oligothiophenes) produce multi-
peak excitations.[43] Similarly to the previously discussed dimers
in molecular semiconductors and junctions, stronger π-stacking
interactions are a desirable feature, leading to a broader spread of
the absorption peaks. Also along the lines of earlier discussion,
extending the chain length of the oligothiophene-based units in-
creases the number and red-shifting of the absorption peaks due
to the associated changes in the interactions between their frontier
MOs.

5. Conclusions and Outlook
Chemistry is the art of constructing complex architectures

with multiple functionalities from relatively simple and well-
understood building blocks, such as atoms and molecules. Their
underlying properties can be retrieved even in the most advanced
and convoluted systems, such as organic electronics devices. Be it
a molecular semiconductor, a single or dimer molecule junction,
a conductive polymer or a solar cell sensitizer, we illustrate that
the universal imprint of the molecule’s electronic structure plays a
key role in their charge transport properties. This allows utilizing
the same fundamental concepts of chemical stability and reactiv-
ity, such as molecular orbital, electronegativity, structural flexibil-
ity, etc., to rationalize the existing and design the new components
for organic electronics across its different sub-fields.
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